
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our topic “Habitats” has begun this week and it will continue after the spring break.  We were so engaged 
with the activities that we only had time to go through the animals from Africa! We have been looking at the 
continent on Google Maps and the different landscapes.  We have also learned about the weather in Africa 
and compared it to the weather in England. We have heard and played with the savannah animal sounds, 
learning how a hippo or a giraffe speak; we thought they sounded very funny! We sorted the animals 
between carnivores and herbivores and used their skin patterns for making art representations of our 
favourite animals. The “dough gym” activities are ongoing and we really love it! It’s a great way to develop 
our fine motor skills whilst having fun at the same time. 

In Maths we have been working on prepositions, mostly on, in, under, behind, next to… and also numbers 1-
10, representing and recognising them and, also, putting them in the correct order. 

In Phonics, our sound of the week has been “E” and blending and sounding out words that contain that 
sound has been our main task. 

Our chicks are all grown and big now and they are ready to go back to the farm, so we said “Good bye” on 
Friday, ready to let them roam free. 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY: Monday 3rd June 2019 - Term 6 starts. 

 

Our ‘Princesses and Pirates’ theme came to a great finale this week. The children have written a class story 
about Pirates and Princesses and acted it out. They have revisited the story of Pirates Love Underpants and 
created a story map to recap the events. Much to the delight of the children, the pirates who they wrote to, 
left some treasure for the children to find with clues and put on a party this afternoon including some party 
games as requested in their letters. We are recapping reading and spelling key words which this week has 
included an, if, off, into. Can you practice spelling these in your green book?  We will continue to review all of 
the sounds every session. Look out for the digraphs and trigraphs while reading!  
The children have been enjoying a variety of ‘Funky Fingers’ activities to develop their muscles for greater 
fine motor control, including pencil grip. The activities this week have included using rollers, egg shakers and 
Hama beads.  
This week in maths the children have looked at doubling and solving doubling problems. Can you practice 
some doubling at home? 
 
DON’T FORGET: Buster’s Book Club! On Thursday morning we check the bookmarks to see who read on 
Wednesday evening. If we are the winning class, we will win a prize! 
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